INTRODUCTION TO THIS ISSUE

Between the Lines
In~e'l'culture,therei sabandofpeoplewho venture out to the farthest reaches of the unknown to see what is there. They are forever pushing out boundaries, trying something new and establishing more distant frontiers. They are called pioneers.
The pioneers are served by a group of people who commute between the base camp and the frontier. By transferring information from one group to the other, these people nourish and support the pioneers and inform and inspire those back home. They are called scouts.
Those back home raise the children, provide the food and keep the civilization going. They are responsible for maintaining the culture, discarding what is old and useless and assimilating what is new and valuable. They are most of us. They are called the base camp.
All three groups are mutually dependent on information and on each other's ability to provide and process it. Working together, they form a healthy and progressive culture.
I want to focus on the middle group, the scouts. They are the connecting link in the scheme of things. They bridge the gap between what is (at base camp) and what can be (on the frontier). These are the people who introduce innovation discovered by one group (the pioneers) into the culture maintained by the other (the base camp). And, conversely, they are the people who bring acceptance and acknowledgment from back home to the front. The work of these scouts is visible every day in newspapers, galleries and lecture halls. In fact, you are holding an example of it in your hands right now.
Leonardo has been bringing the latest news from the frontier of holography since 1968, the year the journal was founded [1] . In 1973, it published an article on the medium as an art form by a young British artist named Margaret Benyon [2] . In doing so, Leonardo became the first arts journal to make public the opinions of an artist in the field. This article is a landmark in the short life span of this burgeoning art form.
In the following years, Leonardo has published a dozen articles and commentaries by artists in holography [3] , under the watchful eye of first Frank and now Roger Malina. No other arts journal has been so attentive to the artists of holography or so supportive of the art form itself. Here at base camp, many people read about holography for the first time in the pages of this journal. Others, already aware of the technology, found out about its growing application to art. Out on the frontier, holographers were encouraged by the recognition that this publication gave to their work. This journal has nourished and supported the pioneers of holography and has informed and inspired those who have read it back home. Leonardohas been a good scout.
The present issue is an important document for art holography because it represents the views and concerns of people in the field in 1988. It offers insights and raises issues C> 19891SAST Pergamon Press pic.Printed inGreat Britain. oo24-094X/89 $3.00+0.00
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that have not been discussed outside the field, bringing these matters to an international readership. Within these pages are the voices of artists, inventors, educators and scientists. Some are newly involved; others are longtime pioneers. While their interests are varied, their concerns are remarkably similar. Their involvement is typically passionate. Line by line, their articles prove that holography is no longer at its crude beginnings. It has moved to another level where its practitioners are no longer content to catalog the possibilities of the technology. They are ready and determined to develop holography's potential creatively. "Holographic artists", as Margaret Benyon states, "are past the pioneering stage, and can now begin to farm."
But this issue tells a story beyond the ideas and opinions of a cross section of art holographers. Between the lines, lingering on after each article is read, are other messages. Stronger, perhaps, because they are not openly stated, these implications tell a larger story. They imply the yearnings of people who are doing something different, something not entirely known or appreciated. This story, the one you hear behind the voices of the pioneers, between the lines they have written, provides a compelling look at what it feels like to be there first.
Three topics emerge from these pages: the reasons why these people became involved with holography; the need they have for recognition, legitimacy and intelligent criticism; and the urge to provide a place for themselves in the continuum of the visual arts and in the history of holography. All holographers share these feelings, which are the real moving forces in the field.
Not surprisingly, the personal reasons for an artist's involvement in holography are similar to those of the scientists, inventors, entrepreneurs and business people in the field. Holography provides them with a strong sense of personal challenge. It encourages problem solving and inventiveness. It provides a sense of mission with the allencompassing nature of its calling. "The true holographer must be obsessed and possessed," as Nancy Gorglione states. It supplies a sense of mystery and, above all, of the frontier. "It is the ultimate example of twentieth-century magic," Andrew Pepper writes [4] . It is heady stuff for an individualistic, self-motivated, patient and clever person. It provides a natural environment for an artist, especially for one who wants to make his or her own rules, move in uncharted territory and be considered out of the ordinary. People in holography, whether they admit it or not, like the idea that they are involved in something new, exciting, special, unknown and just a little arcane. All holographers thrive on the excitement of discovery. They are very much aware of being first. They are attrarted to holography not only because of what it can do now, or where it can go in the future, but also because of how they can participate in its development along the way. These are the forces that create and sustain a pioneer.
Strains of this pioneerism permeate every article in this issue. Doris Vila writes of "the opportunity to develop a working language of light and space". Arlene Jurewicz approaches the teaching, and Pierre Boone the demystification, of holography with characteristic missionary zeal. Suzanne St. Cyr, Harold Layer and Rod Murray demonstrate the sheer bootstrap inventiveness of the true explorer. Richard Rallison, in describing a work of Paula Dawson's, sums up the challenges all good art holographers face: "The idea is unique, the vision spectacular, the difficulties almost insurmountable and the cost enormous." The triumph of overcoming the unknown, the exhilaration of being on the edge and the opportunity of being at the beginning are powerful motivating forces in holography.
Artists are drawn to holography because they find its visual reality (its technical and philosophical possibilities) a compelling and appropriate one for them. Some artists are attracted to the minimal quali ty of pure, projected Iigh t (color). Others are absorbed with the true dimensional reality of their imagery-for representational, abstract or countless other purposes. Still others are involved with the effects of movement in space or with the distillation of time as an interval of space. Each artist comes to holography with different requirements. Each emphasizes the technology in specific ways, to stress particular visual characteristics. There is no question that artists work with holography as a specific, deliberate and conscious choice. The medium gives them the special tools they need to deliver their message most effectively. And these choices are also passionate, emotionally charged decisions. Holographic artists are no less attracted by the beauty and romance of their technology than are artists working in paint, stone, sound or movement.
The fact that holography's tools are different, and that they allow new ways of presenting visual information, provides a special motivation to work in the medium. It is the newness of these techniques and the uncharted realm of their effects that inspire the holographic artist. "Holographic art", Eduardo Kac writes, "established principles that
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Smith. Between the Lines are completely new for the artist: complete domination of the light, focalization in space, the immateriality of the image, the neutralization of gravity and the rupture with photographic perspective." "It is a medium", according to Shunsuke Mitamura, "that combines recorded space/time and actual/real space." To Octave Landuyt "holography opens space". "It has its own time and depth, yet it also has a profound silence," states Carl Fredrik Reutersward. Ana Maria Nicholson calls its special quality "the force of presence ". To Georges Dyens, there is a metaphysical, mystical and surreal potential embodied in holography. Philippe Boissonnet feels that this powerful element is holography's ability "to be ambiguous, between presence and absence". Whatever the medium's technical and philosophical possibilities, as manifested in its visual reality, all these artists work in holography for one basic reason: they want, in Sally Weber's words, "to produce a work that would have been impossible in any other medium".
It is worth noting here that many artists are also frustrated by the current technical limitations of holography that affect their creative vision. Some, like Harriet Casdin-Silver, patiently keep their unrealized concepts "filed away, dutifully waiting for technical advances to make possible their fruition ". Others, like Claudine Bainier and Gilbert Tribillion, have gone on to other things "because artistic holography proved too expensive and took up too much time". Most, like Sydney Dinsmore and Melissa Crenshaw, simply work "to transcend the limitations of the technology". Sometimes it is working with holography and sometimes it is creating in spite of it that provides the special motivation for these pioneers.
It is not easy to be a pioneer at any time, nor is it easy to be an artist involved with holography in 1988. Artists are, to be sure, sustained and motivated by the presence of the frontier in their creative lives. But they are sometimes stymied by its effects on their professional lives. They have needs that cannot be met because they are simply ahead of things. They crave recognition in an obscure field. They went legitimacy while operating outside of the institutions that confer it. And they need knowledgeable reviews of their work at a time when few critics feel holography is worth writing about. This is the second area of deep feeling voiced by the artists in this issue: the need for recognition, legitimacy and learned cnucism, Artists want to be known and understood, but it takes time for new work to be appreciated; the news has to get back to base camp. A concept must be slowly assimilated into the ongoing culture. And artists have to take positive action.
Artists involved with holography looking for recognition must go after it. Tulia Lightfoot's article on the New York art scene makes this point quite clearly. Holographers rarely seek out galleries and museums for exhibitions. They fear rejection of their work. They also anticipate the dismissal ofholography as an art form. It is true that there is a large body of opinion against holography as art. It persists because the art establishment does not want to change ajudgment already made, especially if such a change would take effort, study and perhaps even courage. It is more fashionable to damn than to praise. But fashions change. Art history is on the side of holography. It is traditional to lambaste a new art medium. It is historical to accept it in the end. Between the two points, there is much rejection that can only be overcome by hard work. Recognition is perhaps achieved most easily from the inside out. A good first step, as Bruce Goldberg suggests, is to provide "a comprehensive overview of the best work" within the field so that critics and curators outside the field can see good holographic art. Holographers and their galleries and museums have to make this happen. A few critics and curators do monitor holographic art shows and read specialist holographic periodicals. More will do so as the word spreads that interesting work exists. There is a feeling on the outside of the holographic art scene that recognition for the artist should come from the inside first, where the artist's work is best understood and appreciated. Recognition from institutions within the field is, therefore, a good place to start.
The field is supportive, but it is also somewhat isolated from the real world. The very separateness of holography (and holographers) works against those artists seeking legitimacy. They are almost proud not to be a part of the very art world from which they want recognition and acceptance. They are unsure of what the union might bring. Some who were accepted while working in another medium have been rejected for taking up holography. They have been deeply hurt as a result and seek to avoid another confrontation. Many feel, as Tulia Lightfoot does, that "the art establishment is difficult to understand and approve of ... might it not be possible to bypass it entirely?" The answer, as she correctly concludes, is no.
Like the search for recognition, the quest for legitimacy requires that artists get their hands dirty. They have to learn whom to talk to and where to be shown, how to sell themselves and their work and how to be thick-skinned and relentless in pursuit of their goals. It is possible to succeed, but only with perseverance and time. Only those artists who are truly motivated by the desire to make it, and who are gifted with the talent both to produce and to promote their art, will succeed. All artists face this challenge, but holographers confront it on two levels simultaneously: once for their art and again for their art medium.
This is all part of the assimilation process. It is a painful, alien course to many pioneers who accept innovation so readily and cannot understand the reluctance of others to embrace it equally quickly. Most pioneers would rather be exploring the front than promoting their work back at base camp. After all, for a long time it was accomplishment enough just to produce an excellent hologram. Soon it became necessary to frame it appropriately and hang and light it well. Now these artists have to learn to take their work to galleries and museums and convince the providers of legitimacy to exhibit it. Once this is done, holographers will face the inevitable judgments of critics and art historians in a true public forum. Finally, they will get the professional evaluation of their work so necessary for artistic growth and maturity. These artists need to know where they stand, not just among other holographers, but among other artists, alongside the creative thinkers of their time. But both the artists and the critics resist this process right now, and few institutions, if any, are championing the holographers' cause.
Many art critics and historians feel that they cannot judge the aesthetic merits of a medium that, they say, has no critical vocabulary. This is their excuse not even to try. Others feel that there is not enough, or not any, holographic art worth evaluating [5] . This is their excuse not even to look. This lack of motivation to discuss the issues is hurting everybody. It is not so hard to separate what Peter Zec calls 'holokitsch' from what most of us would call good art holography, even with the loose aesthetics applied to art today.
Nor is it difficult to talk about holographic images and the expressive qualities of three-dimensional space with words that critics already use to describe painting, sculpture, music or dance. The point is simply to take holography seriously enough to begin talking, start questioning and keep listening.
Holographic artists need tough questions about their work, about its meaning and their intentions, about their use ofthe medium's special techniques. Holographic artists themselves have posed such questions. As Rudie Berkhout writes, "What to do with this beautiful medium? How to make sense of spectral color? Why make a hologram and not a photograph? Why did I want to go through this technological process?" Critics and art historians need the artist's answers so that they can have informed opinions, so that they can begin to judge the success or failure of the work with knowledge and experience. The rest of us need to hear the dialogue between the two in order to be better observers and consumers, so that we can begin to understand and accept that which is new and unfamiliar.
The third major concern ofholographic artists is to find a sense of place in the continuum ofthe visual arts and the history of holography. So many of the artists published here and elsewhere feel that they must take us backward before they can lead us forward again. They do not do this to fill us in on the background of their work as much as to fit themselves into the scheme of things. They want us to know that although they are working with something new, they did not come out of nowhere. DieterJung traces the history ofgeometric perspective from the fourteenth century to the present. Brigitte Burgmer looks to the fifteenth-eentury anamorphic artists for inspiration. Doris Vila follows the development of nineteenth-eentury artists who were "examining and making palpable the presence of light". Lance Speer relates the history of three-dimensional imaging from the mid-nineteenth-eentury invention of the stereograph [6] .
The problem in developing a proper history of holography, or in tracing its roots, is that all of the above histories are correctly a part of the medium's heritage. The real issue, however, is that holography has not been around long enough to have its own history [7] , so that the artists feel compelled to link its development (and their work) with an established tradition. It is a sign of how far holographers have come that they are more worried about providing a past than about providing a future. The future, after all, is inevitable. It is being accomplished in laboratories and studios every day, allover the world. The past, however, needs to be linked to it, so that there can be a feeling ofcontinuity. At first, holographers relished being truly at the outside limits. Itwas enough simply to discover new territory. Now, holographers want to belong. They want to be firmly attached to the base camp. This gives their work a new purpose: to develop and not just to discover.
It is difficult to provide an instant history for those in holography who want it now. Part of the problem of being there at the beginning is not having the perspective one gains later on by looking back. As David Dewar puts it, "had I been aware of the work of holographers whose work went beyond the mere reproduction of objects, I would probably have had less to work out for myself." But then, part of the reason for being there at the beginning is knowing that nothing is behind you and that everything is ahead of you. This is, it seems, one of the inherent conflicts in being a pioneer.
Artists involved with holography want the very things that the nature of their position as pioneers precludes. Art holography is still too new to be fully understood, discussed or exhibited by the art establishment. Art holography has not been around long enough to produce many masterpieces or much history. Holographers who have worked long and hard to arrive at a sense of achievement with their art find that they must wait for everyone else to catch up before they can expect any feedback at all.
Fortunately, holographers are driven, committed people. They can sustain themselves on the challenges they overcome and they can survive a little longer on the promise of fulfillment. But it is, more often then not, a lonely, frustrating business being a pioneer. Historical perspective will give it a romance that the raw data from the artist do not.
The scouts are at work bridging the gap, bringing the news of hopes and achievements on the frontier back to the base camp. This will shorten the lag between discovery and understanding, between resistance and acceptance. In time, it will help provide holographic artists with the sense of recognition and achievement that they need, want and deserve. In the process, we have been inspired by the depths of their struggle and the intensity of their creative activity. This is how innovation is assimilated into our culture. This is civilization at work.
This issue is a thorough and informative report from the frontier of holography in 1988. It will make interesting reading in 50 years or so. Hold on to your copy. base camp.
